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ROLES OF THE TRADTTIONAL INSTIUTIONS IN MODERN SOCIETY

In l-898, Revd E. M. Lrjadu wrote a book titled 'lFA

(as Literature)'. The book was reprinted in 1908

and translated from Yoruba to English Language

by Dr Abosede Emanuel in 2010. At page 103:

Verse 103 - Odi Meji

"- Man creates his own gods;

He takes wood from the foresU

Fashions it into a statue;

Begins to worship and venerates it,

Thus,

From being nothing, Wood becomes Lord

and master.

Thus declared Ifa-Oracle to King "Treasure

Trove" of ancientlfe.
The diviner advised him to make offerings

of giant-snails, home pigeons and certain

sacred leaves, and worship a wooden statue

for the gift of prosperity. He complied,

hence his name: "Treasure Trove"

- Why worship mere wood? -asked

the cynics

- Mere wood? replied the wise King,
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There is wood and there is wood.
Sacred wood deserves veneration,
firewood is for cooking;
Only the ignorant dismiss the difference
and so miss prosperity".

As we all know IFA, the treasure of unknown
ownership found hidden in our land, is the native
oral scripture. It is sub divided into 256 Odu
(Corpus) and each has always been found handy
as a store house for the accumulated wisdom of
the Yoruba ancestral and mythological culture
throughout the ages.lf it is true, as it is commonly
said, that "all powers belong to God", it would not
be difficult to understand why, from the
beginning, Traditional Rulers are regarded by
their people as the symbol of gods and source of
powers. In practice, all over the world, Kings had
always been the makers and custodians of the
ancestral gods, religions, history and politics.
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Mesopotamian and Egyptian Patriarchs As
Priests
Along the major water drains, particularly at the
valleys around Rivers Tigris and Euphrates,
scattered family settlements became all the tribal
formations that were then known as
Mesopotamia. In the same manne[ along the
valleys of River Nile, there were scattered family
settlements that became known as Egypt. These

two zones of human settlements became
historically popular because of their earliest
discovery of Writing. In each of these scattered
family settlements, there had always been a

shrine or shrines of gods to which the Family

Patriarch was the Priest. A shrine is usually a

sacred place dedicated to a specific ancestoL
deity, hero, martyr or saint. Sometimes, a shrine
could be dedicated to any figure of awe and
respect, in which case, such venerated or
worshipped personality will only be relating to his

aids always being known as priests. Such

dedicated places or things could be a portable or
household shrine and could be a shrine in an
outdoor yard or grove. The grandness, splendour
and elaboration required for the veneration of
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any shrine depends on the size and level of
resources available to the population of its
adherents and devotees. So also are the resources
required for the pronouncement of the colours,
grandeur and magnificence of the priests in such
shrines.

Around the Temple
Howeve[ next to family settlements, the first
reported larger population of human activities
were around the temples where the shrines are

housed. At first, like Revd L'ljadu demonstrated in
IFA, (paragraph 1 above) each god was created by
the Priest as an unseen being or a deity,
represented by figurines, carved statues, or
pictures traditionally conceived by native
community as the power behind the creation of
local life-supports like rainfall and sunshine badly
needed for the germination, growth and fruition
of food crops. From the earliest times, a large
temple of numerous kinds of shrines put on an

elevated platform was built in a Sumerian city on
the Euphrates called Ur - one of the world's first
strong cities situated in the present-day south of
Iraq. The Bible claims that Abraham's root was Ur.
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Therefore, anywhere in the world, the first
Traditional Authority, was a god together with his

priests to whom the consciousness of man

responded in and out of the shrine.

The War Lords
As time went on, in Napata, the capital of Kush (or

Cush) which was an ancient nation of nomads in

north-eastern Africa around present-day Egypt

and Sudan, a hero of awe and respect with
perceived ability to win wars always became the

king. His immediate aids were the war lords and

the priests.

He had absolute authority and powers being

executed by his subordinates.
He had no territory but was always considered as

the head of his people (tribes) at wars. Being a

kingdom of nomads along the Nile River; in

fighting wars against Egypt, religion was equally

desirable for sustenance of national patriotism.

That, also, in history, was how the Kin9, as a war

Lord, represented another system of traditional

authority. Instead of calling king god, having

become revered by his tribes as head of the divine
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family, the priests called him 'the representative of
a god on earth'. At that stage, the king's
authorities and powers became bound by his
people's customary laws in many of the scattered
city states along the valleys of Rivers Tigris,
Euphrates and the Nile.

The Pharaohs In Egypt
When trade interactions became intensified,
demands for produce in agriculture, craft and
metal-smith grew phenomenally along the bank
of the Mediterranean. Those developments in
com merce promoted u rba n isation with attenda nt
water and camel transportations. That situation
boosted city population, cultural diversifications
and expanded community of tribes which
prompted the beginning of the era of King Menes
who founded the first Dynasty of Pharaohs of
Egypt and, at the same time, ruled southward the
string of small settlements along the Nile down to
Sudan as a nation state. In recorded history, that
appeared to be the beginning of hereditary
bureaucracy in most native kingdoms all over the
world.
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Feudalism
As'a symbol of god, the king ruled his people with
absolute sacred authority as an ultimate
sovereignty; he combined his posture with
despotic control. As the king and as a

representative of the native gods, he exercised his

powers with the divine rights of the king. He also

remained a despot. In other words, agriculture
has made it possible for his tribe, the adherent of
his god or gods, to settle and live in organised
polity; and, such tribal settlements of his people
had territories. Then, perhaps, each settlement
had its own god or gods with more than one
priest and, possibly, the King became regarded as

a Chief priest.
As time went on, therefore, there was more than
one king in a geographical neighbourhood. As

civilisation advanced, there were exchanges of
primitive trades, cultures and war-fares among
nations before Christian civilisations. For one
reason or the other; one had to confront another.
Life was no longer safe in the dark ages. Warring
bands were roving from one settlement to
another. Only might was then right. To fight their
rivals, the king and the princes had to employ
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soldiers from among poor men who needed
protection. From these roots, feudalism began.ln
other words, traditional institutions seemed to
have expanded and thrived best under Feudalism.

The Jewish Religion
In the meantime, the Jews have begun to
introduce monotheism in Judaism and Old

Testaments of the Bible were in place. Also,

Christianity which stemmed out of Judaism has

been spreading. Therefore, with the advent of
these modern religions, Christianity became the
religion of Rome. Roman rule later dominated
Europe and eventually extended its authority to
the Near East and Egypt. When the tribes became

converted to Christianity, the king's prestige

increased. The church crowned the king and

supported the idea that he was the source of
justice in the realm as the vice regent of God. As

time went on, the Church became the temple of
God and the shrines were no longer in vogue
outside the church in the western worlds. Side by

side with the spread of Christianity was the
propagation of the tenet of the Athenian political
culture known as Democracy.
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Roman Empire & Islamic Religion
All along, over some centuries, political
revolutions and religious reformations were

major reasoRs for threats of civil wars within most
of the western world countries. Towards the end

of the sixteenth century, the hold of the Church

over political powers drastically diminished all

over Europe. Kingship thereafter was separated

from Priesthood in Europe. As time went on,

howeve[ in greater parts of West Africa, there
were powerful shows of strength by some African
Kings or by the invading desert nomads resulting
into Ghana Empire, Mali Empire and Songhai

Empire with attendant introduction of Islam to the
native Traditional Institutions. In certain cases the
Islamic clerics or their sons replaced the
conquered kings. In the same manner as these

territorial mix and marauding revolutions, Oyo

Traditional Authority too, under the Alaafin, was

expanding its territory into an Empire while Benin

Empire too was being sustained.
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Christianity
America was, at that time, being discovered and

African slaves became trade chattels" All these

global exploitation caused a lot of dislocation to
human settlements. When slave trade was

becoming no longer profitable compared with

mineral and agricultural -produce for industrial

raw materials, slave trade was outlawed by Britain

while Christianity quickly became the religion of

the African returning slaves. In the meantime, the

FulaniJihadists had been waging wars for political

control in Yorubaland using Islamic religion as

spiritual weapon. At the same time, Europe

scrambled to dominate Africa for economic

exploitation while Britain was colonising Nigeria.

British Empire
When the British came, they met our Kings as our

leaders, guiding and directing our warriors,

priests, wealthy farmers and mighty professionals

and presiding over the custody of our territories,

cultures and history as symbols and
representatives of our constituted traditional

institutions. As the Colonial Masters, the British
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called them Chiefs and, based on their credibility
and influence, introduced Native Authority (N.A)

system. In other climes, where such hereditary
men of awe and respect were not found, they
tried, in vain, to create artificial Warrant Chiefs.
Under the NA system, they decided to use our
Traditional Institutions as tax collecting machine
and began to assess th'em by salary grades based
on volumes of tax collected on behalf of the
British officers. That was the begirrning of the end
to the pre-eminence of our Kings over the
political authorities on their subjects.

Loosing Trad itional Grip
In those circumstances, Yoruba Kings were still
fruitlessly struggling to re-streamline and"
develop IFA to focus their people's concept of
Olodunmare - the monolithic God of the Yoruba.
The value of their subjects was changing so

drastically that their grips over the worshippers of
their ancestral gods were slipping rapidly. In the
process, the battle against the foreign religions of
Christianity and Islam was too formidable; and,
they were becoming totally helpless when their
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subjects were being encouraged, by the colonial

authority, to take over their political control
through democracy. Village Baales, (Smaller

village kings) quicklyjoined the battle against the

big Obas (the original city potentates) by

demanding separate local traditional authorities.
This was how our Traditional Authorities lost the
priesthood of their ancestral gods to the clerics of
the new religions; lost their fighting prowess to
the national standing army; lost the boundaries of
their territories to the newly created state and

local governments; and, lost their political

controls to the elected councillors.

What is more? The smaller village Baales and

township subordinate chiefs are now wearing'

beaded-crowns!

Always Be A Leader
The only thing remaining with our Traditional

Authorities is their position of leadership.

RememberwhatlFA said:
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"There is wood and there is wood.
Sacred wood deserves veneration
but fi rewood is for cooking".

Leaders are leaders, but some have no followers.
To be followed, a leader must have, first and

foremost, intelligence, characteI vision and

mission; and, he must have charisma. His vision
must be clear and people oriented while his

mission must be firm and focused. He must have

ability (despotically or democratically as the

occasion may require) to guide and direct others.

He must be honest to himself by choosing
personal assistants and subordinate chiefs that
have similar traits like him-self. As a philosopher
king, he must be totally selfless. He will begin

again to build a society of his own image within
the changing circumstances around him.

His Royal Majesty, Oba Wahaab Oyedotun, Arutu

Oluokun, Bibire L, The Orangun of Ila emerged,

ten years ago to begin all that we are celebrating
today. With a much shrinking territory
surrounded by disputable boundaries, he is no
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mo,re a. priest, no more a warrio4 no more in

political power; no more peasant farmers nor

local hunters to support the throne with forest

resources as tributes but, with expectation of
plenty of loyal support for leadership efforts
among his people, he could still be determined to
achieve greater success on his vision in the years

ahead.

KaabiesiOooo!
Mayyou live long in good health;

May your territory be wealthy and developed to
your'eternal glory;
May you r people be prosperous in you r time;

Mayyou always be happy amongyour subjects;

May your throne be a place of pride to your

immediate family;
For ever and ever. Amen.

Chief Adebisi Bamdele Akonde
The Asiwaju of lla Orangun
lgbomina Lond ln the stote of Osun
Nigeria.
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